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I. INTK~DUCTION 
R. R. Kallman and G.-C. Rota have proved (see [5]) that 
1~ Ax 112 < 4 11 x Ij !; d2.Y 1: (1) 
whenever A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup of contractions on a Banach space (X, I] * 11) and x, Ax are in 
the domain of A. An interesting example is obtained when the space is 
(.P[O, ~13), ]I - 11,) and A is differentiation. In fact, an oId result of G. H. 
Hardy, J. E. Littlewood, and G. P6lya (see [2, p. 1871) applies to the 
case p = 2, and asserts that 
1I.f 11; .;‘, 2 llf’ll, Ilf” ‘I2 (2) 
for any function f on [0, m) such that f, f ‘, f” E L2[0, co). ‘I‘. Kato (see 
161) has “explained” the improvement in the constant by proving that 
the constant 4 in (1) may be replaced by 2 whenever X is a Ililbert space. 
‘rhis suggests that the Kallman~-Rota inequality may be improved for 
any space in which the geometry is sufficiently nearly Euclidean (in 
some appropriate sense). In what follows (see Theorem 9) we obtain 
some results of this nature. Our estimates may be applied, for example, 
to show that the best constant k’(p) in the inequality 
,If’ 11; ..< A-( p)llflI, i’f” I i, (f,f’f” EI*,“[O, m)) (3) 
approaches 2 as p -+ 2; for information of this kind, see (8) and the 
remarks following Theorem 9. Rather than assuming that A is an 
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infinitesimal generator as in the Kallman-Rota theorem, we shall work 
(except in Section 5) with the slightly more general class of dissipatke 
operators. Unfortunately our methods do not appear to yield the 
Kallman-Rota constant of 4 when applied to a general normed space; 
they seem especially suited to spaces with a very nearly Euclidean 
geometry. 
2. SOME GEOMETRIC NOTIONS 
We shall always suppose that (X, I/ * 11) is a real or complex normed 
linear space. 
DEFINITION 1. For any normed space X, let 
4X) = sup{(!l x + Y II2 + II x -Y 112)/(2 II x II2 + 2 II Y II”) : x, y  E x>. 
DEFINITION 2. If x, y E X, we say that y is at an obtuse angle from x 
provided Re #J,(Y) < 0 whenever 4, is an element of the dual space X* 
such that II& 11 = 1 and d*(x) = 11 x 1). 
Note that a linear operator ,4 with domain D(A) C X (and range in X) 
is dissipatiwe exactly when Ax is at an obtuse angIe from x for all x G D(A). 
Note also that if X is an inner product space, y is at an obtuse angle from 
x if and only if Re(y, ZG) < 0. 
DEFINITION 3. For any normed space X, let 
W) = VIJI x +r II/II x -Y II : x, y E X, and y is at an obtuse angIe from x}. 
We next collect some simple facts about the notions we have just 
introduced. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any x, y E X, 
4wi[2 II x II2 + 2 II y II’1 < II x + Y II2 + II 22 -Y II2 
< @7[2 It 2 II2 + 2 II Y lI”l. (4) 
For any X, 1 < a(X) < 2, and the extreme case a(X) = 1 holds ;f and 
only ;f X is an inner product space. 
Proof. The second inequality of (4) is immediate, and the first 
follows from it upon replacing x by (x + y)/2 and y by (x - y)/2. 
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For any, x, y E X, 
II x + y II2 + jl 22 -Yl12 -< 2(ll E II + lly II)” = 2 Ii XII2 + 2IlY II2 + 411 XII llrll, 
and since 2 jl x I\ 11 y /I < 11 x Ii2 + 11 y 112, it is clear that a(X) < 2. Certainly, 
a(9) >, 1, since we may have .2: = y, 
Finally, it is a well-known result of P. Jordan and J. von Neumann 
(see [4]) that (X, 11 . 11) is an inner product space if and only if the 
parallelogram law holds for 11 * [I. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 4 suggests that a(X) somehow measures the extent to 
which the normed space X has a Euclidean geometry. We shall therefore 
say that X is C-Euclidean whenever a(X) < C. 
PR~P~S~T~OM 5. IfX = L”, i.e., X is the Lp-space mer same measure 
space, 1 < p < CO, then X is 2~1P2/pl-Euclidean. 
Proof. ‘This will be a simple consequence of the Clarkson inequalities 
(see J. A. Clarkson [I, Theorem 21). Note that in what follows, we use 
the Hijlder inequality for the inner product in W several times. 
Consider first the case p 3 2. For f, g E Lp, we have 
1r.f f g II”, + Hf - g II”, 
by the Clarkson inequality, this is dominated by 
(2[ljfg + (Ig 11;]“-‘)“” 2(1--2’rj’ 
= 2[l’f I!; + II g lip 
6 q(llfll; t II p ,,fJa’2 (1 + 1 )1--9’z]2’Q 
= 2(=92 11 fl;“, + 2 11 g II”,]. 
Similarly, for 1 <p < 2, we need only argue that 
Ilf + g II”, + llf -g Ii”, < (Ilf + R Ii”, -+ III -R IIY” (1 + 1)1-“‘” 
z< (2[llfll; + 11 g ,,;]q-yg 2(2P2’g) 
= mfll; + II g ll~12’p 
< Wfll2, + Ilg Iy2 (1 + l)1--p’2]2’p 
= 22’~-1P llfll”, + 4lg II3 Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 6. For any X, 1 < b(X) < 3, and b(X) = 1 if X is UR 
inner product space. 
Proof. If y is at an obtuse angle from x, then 
II x --Y II 2 Re+,(x -Y) = II x II - Re$,( y) 2 II x Il. 
Hence, if II y II d 2 II x II, we have II x + Y II G 3 II x II < 3 Ii x - y II- But 
if II y II > 2 II .2: IL 
while 
II x -Y II 2 II Y II - Jl x II 2 (I/2) II Y Ii. 
In any case, 11 x + y /i/l] x - y 11 < 3, so that b(X) < 3. Since we may 
havey=O, b(X) > 1. 
If y is at an obtuse angle from x in an inner product space, then 
Re(y, x) < 0, so that 11 x + y II2 - 11 x - y j12 = 4 Re(y, x) < 0. Q.E.D. 
While we do not need such a result here, it seems a reasonable con- 
jecture that the extreme case b(X) = 1 occurs only if X is an inner 
product space. It is important for our present purposes to know that 
6(X) is close to 1 when X is nearly Euclidean, i.e., when u(X) is close 
to I. We shall obtain a result of this sort in the next section. 
3. AN ESTIMATE FOR b(X) WHEN X IS C-EUCLIDEAN 
We need the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 7. If (X, 11 * I]) is C-Euclidean and x, y G X ale Zineari’y 
independent, there is up1 inner product (m, *) on the 2-dimeasional real 
subspace S spanned by x and y such that the corresponding nom~ / * I 
(=( -, *)1’z) satisfies: 
IX =IIxll 
and 
where M = (I + 19( C ~ 1))““. 
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Proof. Consider first the case where M 3 1/2, i.e., p = C ~ 1 > 
l/19. It is well-known (see, for example, the more general result in 
F. John 131) that for any norm 11 * 11 on a real 2-dimensional space S, there 
is an inner product norm p(-) on S such that 
p(s) < 11 s 11 < x/Z p(s) (all s E S). 
If we define ; s ; = (11 h: II/p(x)) p(s), we clearly obtain an inner product 
norm j . 1 such that 1 x \ = 11 x 11 and (l/z/z) i s T < I] s 11 < 1/z i s j (all 
s c 5’). Since we are assuming M 2 l/z, this is all we need. 
Turning to the case where p = C - 1 < l/19, we set u 1: xjll x 11, and 
let v be some vector in S such that 11 v 11 = I and II u + v [I L 11 u -- z’ 11. 
We shall define I s I for s E S by setting 
Clearly 1 . 1 is an inner product norm on S, and j x 1 = 1) x 11. It 
remains to show that 
By homogeneity we may assume that s has one of the forms $u$~, 
faxk% where t E [0, I]. Since the properties 11 21 I/ :. I/ v 11 = 1, 
I/ u + v ]I = 11 u - v 11 are independent of the order and sign of U, o, we 
shall assume s = u + IV, t f [0, 11. 
Consider the function f(t) = Ii u + tv Ii2 - 11 u - tv j12; certainly 
f: [O, l] + R is continuous and f(0) = f(l) = 0. Since (X, 11 * 11) is 
C-Euclidean, we may observe that for 1, r E [O, I], 
f(t) +f(r) = (11 u + tv ‘I2 -t- II u + rv 11”) - (II 26 - tv II2 + II 14 - m I;‘) 
5-, -’ (C/2)(11 2u .+ la + rv II2 + il ta - rz! \I”) 
- (I,‘C2)(1~ 2u ~ tc ~‘I- rv 112 f I’ - lo -1 YV 11”) 
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Hencef(t) +f(r) - 2f((t + ~)/2) d E, where 
E = 2(C - I)[22 + l/4] + 2(C - 1)[22 + l/4] 
= 17(C - 1). 
If we replace v by -v above, f changes sign, so that we must, in fact, 
have 
(5) 
Letf attain its maximum vaIue at to E [O, 11. If t, E [0, l/2], let t = 2t, 
and Y = 0 in (5) to obtain If(l) - 2f(t,,)j < E. It follows that 2f(l,) < 
f(r) + E <f(tO) + E, so that f(to) < E. If 1, E [l/2, 11, let 5 = 
1 - 2(1 - 5,) and 7 = 1 in (5) to obtain, again, /f(t) - 2f(t,,)j < E, and 
to conclude that f(r,) < % in this case also. Since the same sort of 
argument can be carried out for the minimum vaIue off, we see that 
If(t)1 < E for all t E [O, l]. 
Now calling again on the C-Euclidean property, we see that 
II u + tv II2 = l/xw) + (II 11 + tv /I2 + I/ u - tv II”)) 
< l/2@ + cp II u II2 + 2 II tv 117) = 42 + C(1 + t2) 
< (C + f/2)(1 + t”) = (C + E/2)1 u -5 tfJ I*. 
On the other hand, 
!I u + Iv IV 2 l/2(- 6 + C-Y2 II u II2 + 2 II to ll”1) 
= --E/2 + c-y 1 + 12) > (C-1 - G/2)1 u + to 12. 
It remains to show that M2 3 (C + ~12) and Me2 d (C-r - 612). 
Certainly, 
c + r/2 = C + (17/2)(C - 1) = 1 + (19/2)(c - 1) < 1 + l%c - 1) = M2. 
On the other hand, 
c-1 - Ej2 = (1 + &l - (17/2)f 2 1 - p - (1712)~ 
= 1 - (19/2)p a (1 + l9p)-y= M-y, 
since p < l/19. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 8. If(X, 11 * 11) k C-Euclidean, then 
b(X) < p(pl”% + (p - l)l/2), 
where p = 1 + 19(C - 1). 
Proo$ Given x, y E X with y at an obtuse angle from x, we must 
establish the appropriate upper bound for 11 x + y II/II x - y 11. We may 
assume that I] x jl = 1. We may also suppose that x and y are linearly 
independent, since if y = zx for some scalar s, we have 0 3 Re 4,(y) = 
Re(z (1 x 11) = Re x (h ere we choose some functional #, as in Definition 2) 
and hence 
;I s + y II/l! x -y Ij 1 1 1 + z ]I] 1 - 2 I < 1. 
By the lemma above, we may introduce an inner product (a, a) with 
corresponding norm 1 * 1 on the real subspace 5’ spanned by x and y 
in such a way that 
1 x I = II x 11 (- l), 
and 
M-1 1 s / < ~1 s 11 < YL!t I s ;, (all S E S), 
where M = (1 -i- 19(C - l))lj2 (=pl’“). 
Let w = y/l y 1, and note that for any t > 0, 
Ix -ttw: 3 Aw1 11 x ~ fw ~1 2 M-1 Kec#+(x - tzu) 
; k-l( I - (tj 1 y I) lie $,( y)) 2 M-l. 
Now, for each t > 0, 
iv-” < 1 x - tw 12 = 1 f 12 - 245 70) + la 1 w 1’3 
= 1 - 2f(x, w) + P, 
so that 
(x, w) < l/z[l-i( 1 - z-“) + t], 
and, minimizing with respect to t, we obtain 
(x, w) .< (1 - kF)‘/~. 
If r = (x, w), we have for any t > 0, 
1 x + tw \“/I x - tw 12 = (1 + 2tr + t”)/(l -- 21r -j- P), 
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so that if 7 < 0, 1 x + teu 1 < 1 x - teu I. On the other hand, it is easily 
verified that if 0 < r < 1, 
Imy [(l + 2tr + P)!(l - 2tr $ P)] = (1 + r)j(l - I), 
so that, in any case, 
Ix3-m 
Ix-tw1 G 
1 + (I - &f-y2 l/2 
1 - (1 - M-2)1/2 1 = M + (M2 - l)lj2. 
Hence 
I/ x + Y II 
II x -Y II d M-1 ( 1 
M / “%+y; , < My&i’ + (MZ - 1)lj2). Q.E.D. 
4. DISSIPATIVE OPERATORS ON A C-EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
The following theorem reveals an explicit connection between the 
constant in the inequalities of Kallman-Rota-Kato type and the geometry 
of the underIying normed space. 
THEOREM 9. If A is u dissipative linear operator with domain D(A) in 
a normed space X, then 
II Ax II2 < &w1 + w)2) II x II il~45” IL 
whenever x, Ax E D(A). If X is C-Euclidean, 
(6) 
II -4x 112 < C(1 + &G - 1 + 2($ - p)l’z))il x II II A2x II, (7) 
where p = 1 + 19(C - I). 
Remarks. If X is an inner product space, then, as we have noted in 
Section 2, it is immediate that a(X) = 6(X) = 1, and we obtain from (6) 
the Kato inequality: 
II Ax II2 < 2 Ii s II II A2X Il. 
The inequality (7) f I1 o ows from (6) via Theorem 8. The constant 
in (7) certainly approaches 2 as C tends to 1, but its exact form is 
probably of little significance. 
Since (Proposition 5) D-spaces are 2 i1-2/“I-EucIidean, (7) provides an 
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estimate which, while decidedly awkward, does show that the constants 
K(p) of inequality (3) app roach the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya value 2 
as p -+ 2. 
Proof of (6). S ince A is dissipative, Av is at an obtuse angle from v 
for any ~1 E D(A), so that 11(1 + A)u 11 < b(X)I](l - A)v 11. Setting 
‘u = (I. + A)x, we obtain Il( I + AZ)% II < zl(X)lJ x - A2x 11, Since 2Ax = 
(I + A)Z~ - (x + A’x). we may argue that 
2 11 Ax !j < 11(1 + A)% 11 -+- iI x + A’s 11 
< big x - A% I/ + 11 x + A2X 11 
5: (b(X)2 + l)““(ll x - .J3X ji2 + 11 X + A’X I~‘)l/’ 
:g (I $ b(X)z)lP (a(X)[2 ~1 x II2 -+ 2 Ii AZx l12])1/2. 
Now, for any t 2 0, tA is certainly dissipative along with A; replacing 
A by tA above, we easily obtain 
Minimizing with respect to t results in (6). Q.E.L). 
5. CONTRACTWE SEMIGROUPS ON P-SPACES 
Under some additional hypotheses, the techniques of Theorem 9 may 
be combined with standard results on interpolation between P-spaces 
to obtain more precise inequalities. The semigroup of translations 
(Ewlfl(~) = f(x + 0) is strongly continuous on each D[O, m), 
1 & p < GO, and the infinitesimal generator represents differentiation in 
this case. Hence, one consequence of the following theorem is that the 
constants K(p) occurring in (3) satisfy the inequality 
k’( $) < 2l1-2/91(1 + g11-WI). (fo 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that {T(t): t 2 0) is a semig~oup of operators on 
the (equivalence classes of) measurable (reaE or compkx) functions over a 
fixed measure space M. suppose further that, for each p such that 1 < 
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p < co, the semigroup is contractive and strongly continuous when restricted 
#o Lp(M). Then, if A, is the in$nitesimaZ generator in LP(M), 
II A,flla, B 2’1-*‘pYl + 9’1--2’~~)llfllp !I A2pflIp I 
whenever f and A,f are in the domain of A, . 
(9) 
Proof. For each function (equivalence class) f in the domain II23 of 
A, , A,f is the limit, in theLn( M) -sense, of the sequence a( T( l/n)f - f). 
This makes it clear that Apf = A,,f whenever 1 < p, p’ < CO and 
f E DP n DPt , From the general theory of semigroups we know that 
(1 - AJ has a (con&active) inverse defined everywhere in Lp(M), and 
that 
(1 - A,)-lf = jam e-T(t)fdt, 
for any f E LP(M). Th’ IS o mula f r makes it easy to see that (1 - A&l 
is independent of p in the sense that (1 - A&If = (1 - A,,)-If 
wheneverf E Lp(M) n Lp’(M). The same is therefore true of the operators 
V, defined by 
V,f = (1 + A,)(1 - A.)-lf (f~Jww). 
Note that if g = (1 - A&y, 
II ~P.fIl,/ilfII, = Il(1 + 4k ll,/N1 - 4)g IID , 
so that II v, II < b(LP(M)), since A, is dissipative. Thus, each VP is a 
bounded operator on U’(M), and, by Proposition 6, I/ V, 11 < 3 and 
II v2 II = 1. 
Consider a value of p in the range 2 < p < CO, and Iet p < p’ < CO. 
By the Riesz convexity theorem we have 
and, letting p’ -+ CO, we obtain 
log II VP II < (1 - 2/P) 1% 3. 
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Similarly, interpolation between L1(M) and L2(M) yields 
log 11 VD 1; < (2/p - 1) log 3 
when 1 < p < 2, so that 
11 To 11 c< 3limZ/fll (1 < p < ccl). 
Now, for any g E II, , 
IIU -t 4)g ilp = II fiF,(l - -%)g !L, 
< 11 VP 11 - Il(l - A,)g Ilp < 3i1-2/“1 i;(l - A,)g IIn, 
and, by using this estimate in place of 
1x1 + 4v II G V)jl(l - A)w II 
in the proof of (6), we obtain 
II qJ1i; < -. 4WW)(1 + (311-“V)llfIl Ji A ifI1 p. 
The inequality (9) then follows by Proposition 5. Q.E.D. 
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